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1. ORIGINS AND PURPOSE OF THE HLPW

• Inconvenient truths:

– ~1,000 children dying each day from preventable water and 

sanitation related diseases

– 70% of deaths from natural disasters are from water effects

– 1.7 billion people are dependent on unsustainable water 

sources.

• Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted as part of the 

2030 Agenda by the UN General Assembly on 25 September 

2015

– Goal 6 “Ensure availability and sustainable management of 

water and sanitation for all”.
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GOAL 6. ENSURE AVAILABILITY AND 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF WATER AND 
SANITATION FOR ALL

Target 6.1: By 2030, achieve universal and equitable access to safe and affordable drinking 

water for all 

Target 6.2: By 2030, achieve access to adequate and equitable sanitation and hygiene for 

all and end open defecation, paying special attention to the needs of women and girls 

and those in vulnerable situations

Target 6.3: By 2030, improve water quality by reducing pollution, eliminating dumping 

and minimizing release of hazardous chemicals and materials, halving the proportion of 

untreated wastewater and substantially increasing recycling and safe reuse globally 

Target 6.4: By 2030, substantially increase water-use efficiency across all sectors and 

ensure sustainable withdrawals and supply of freshwater to address water scarcity and 

substantially reduce the number of people suffering from water scarcity 
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GOAL 6. ENSURE AVAILABILITY AND 
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF WATER AND 
SANITATION FOR ALL

Target 6.5: By 2030, implement integrated water resources management at all levels, 

including through transboundary cooperation as appropriate 

Target 6.6: By 2020, protect and restore water-related ecosystems, including mountains, 

forests, wetlands, rivers, aquifers and lakes 

Target 6.A: By 2030, expand international cooperation and capacity-building support to 

developing countries in water- and sanitation-related activities and programmes, 

including water harvesting, desalination, water efficiency, wastewater treatment, 

recycling and reuse technologies 

Target 6.B: Support and strengthen the participation of local communities in improving 

water and sanitation management 
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CASE FOR A TRANSFORMATIVE AGENDA (UNDESA)
“The 2030 Agenda, approved in September 2015, sets new Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs). The “Water SDG” (SDG6) moves beyond the MDG focus on basic access 

targets, to address the broader challenges of achieving universal access to safe water 

and sanitation, protecting water resources, ensuring sustainability, promoting 

transboundary cooperation, and reaching the poorest. 

“Water is essential to food security and sustainable agriculture, health, sanitation, 

sustainable industry and urbanization. Improving its management is critical to the 

achievement  of most of the SDGs

“The outcome of COP21 has drawn renewed attention to the profound impact of 

climate change on the water cycle and the importance of water-based adaptation.

“The United Nations Secretary-General’s Advisory Board on Water and Sanitation 

(UNSGAB) has called for the formation of a high-level advocacy initiative on water and 

adaptation, including through a heads of government panel.”
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HLPW MANDATE

• The purpose of this Panel is to amplify the message of SDG6 and its targets, 
with a view to:

‐ Motivate Action – Focus public policy dialogue, public-private 
partnership models and practices, and civil society initiatives towards 
the achievement of SDG6 and through improved water management 
strengthen the resiliency of communities and countries.

‐ Advocate on financing and implementation – Promote efforts to 
mobilise financial resources and scale-up investment for the Water 
SDG, including through innovative financing and implementation 
strategies.

• The Panel serves a two-year term, up to the World Water Forum (2018)

• The UN and World Bank, co-conveners of the Panel, serve as Joint
Secretariat
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HIGH LEVEL PANEL ON WATER MEMBERS

UNITED NATIONS

Co-convened by:

http://www.un.org/en/index.html
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OPERATION OF THE HLPW

•Members do not meet in the same place and time.

–they agree a course of action then take individual 
responsibility for pursuing this.  

•For example, at the 2016 UNGA, several members joined 
with the UN Secretary-General to issue an agreed ‘Action 
Plan’ (outlined below)

–at this event, Prime Minister Turnbull made a media 
statement announcing an additional $100 million for the 
‘Water for Women’ Initiative, and that Australia would 
launch an innovation challenge.
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MODUS OPERANDI: OFFICIALS PROCESS

• Each member of the Panel has senior official representative 

known as a ‘sherpa’

– Mr Turnbull’s sherpa is Ewen McDonald, Deputy Secretary, 

DFAT.

• Sherpas have met approximately every three months to frame 

the forward agenda and settle content of Panel documents

– The Panel’s Action Plan was prepared, and negotiated and 

settled at Sherpa level, with each Sherpa responsible for 

ensuring their Panel member agreed the final content.

• Sherpas are themselves typically deputised by their senior staff.
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CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK – ‘THE FLOWER’

Resilient 
Economies and 

Societies & 
Disaster Risk 

Reduction

Human 
Settlements

Universal Access 
to Safe Water 
and Sanitation

Water and the 
Environment

Water 
Infrastructure 

and Investment
Catalyzing 

Change, Building 
Partnerships & 
International 
Cooperation

Valuing water DataGovernance

 Five key action areas for addressing 
water-related challenges:

‐ Resilient economies and societies & 
Disaster risk reduction

‐ Human settlements

‐ Universal access to safe water and 
sanitation with special emphasis on 
women and girls

‐ Water and the environment

‐ Water infrastructure and investment

 The ability to tackle these action areas 
is rooted in improved Governance, 
Data, and Valuing of water

 In and across all action areas, 
partnerships and inclusive cooperation 
will be critical to achieving the targets 
of SDG6



THE ACTION PLAN’S CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
– TYPES OF ACTIONS

-

Call for implementation of 
projects strengthening the 

water security and resilience of 
economies of affected 

communities

Encourage participation and 
support with partnerships for 

technical exchanges and action 
between countries or urban 

areas sharing similar challenges

Encourage and commit to 
scaling up access to safe and 

clean drinking water and 
adequate sanitation

Use lighthouse initiatives to recruit 
and encourage new approaches for  

preparing bankable, resilient, and 
sustainable  water infrastructure  

projects. 

Endorse actions and research by 
countries and other actors in 

advancing the understanding and 
integration of enhanced water 
allocation towards sustainable 

environmental outcomes 

Encourage development partners to 
establish a lighthouse initiative that 

will support countries willing to 
implement improved policies, 

institutions, and approaches for 
valuing water 

Initiate a grand challenge process 
to unlock Water Data Innovation to 

improve the aggregation, 
integration, communication and 
application of water-related data 

Encourage constructive dialogue 
by all stakeholders in shared water 

resources, including 
transboundary water and promote 

peaceful cooperation  across 
countries 

Resilient 
Economies and 

Societies & 
Disaster Risk 

Reduction

Human 
Settlements

Universal Access 
to Safe Water and 

Sanitation

Water and the 
Environment

Water 
Infrastructure and 

Investment Catalyzing 
Change, Building 
Partnerships & 
International 
Cooperation

Valuing water DataGovernance



ACTION PLAN CONTENT

• Nine ‘action areas’, with each of them:

– addressing specified SDG6 sub-goals.

– identifying key ‘challenges’

– proposing between four and nine ‘possible priority actions’ to 
address these. 

• Each action area is being championed by a HLPW member via a 
‘Roadmap’

– Australia is leading on ‘data’, ‘water use efficiency’ and 
‘innovation challenges’

– Australia is also supporting Netherlands on ‘valuing water’, 
and Hungary on ‘catalysing change’. 
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AUSTRALIA-LED ACTIONS: DATA

• World Water Data Initiative, released on 22 March 2017

• Objective to reduce the cost of evidence based decision-
making.

• Policy pillar, with guidance material to be led by BOM.

• Harmonisation pillar, with alignment of standards and metrics 
being led by BOM. 

• Innovation pillar, with challenges being led by DFAT

– one challenge already underway, with 85 applications to be 
assessed

◦ see https://waterdatachallenge.globalinnovationexchange.org/
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AUSTRALIA-LED ACTIONS: WATER USE EFFICIENCY

•Roadmap being finalised, with likely content as follows:

–Good policy to incentivise efficiency: ‘WaterGuide’ to be 
led by DFAT DPD.

– Irrigation sector water use efficiency, on and off farm: 
practical guidance materials to be led by DAWR.

–Environmental water use efficiency: practical guidance 
materials to be led by CEWO. 

–Household water use efficiency via an International 
Standard for the Water Efficiency Labelling Scheme, to 
be led by DAWR.
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AUSTRALIA-LED ACTIONS: WATER SECTOR 
INNOVATION 

•Proposed ‘Water Innovation Engine’

–currently seeking funding partners from the 
philanthropic, public and private sectors

◦ DFAT contributing through the Innovation Exchange

–focus beyond technology, to innovation in service 
delivery, data collection, policy and regulation.  

• Initial projects on data and urban sanitation

–data project underway

–urban sanitation being framed with World Bank 
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NEXT STEPS FOR THE HLPW: UPCOMING EVENTS

•Sherpa meeting Mauritius end June to plan the next six 
months and the final reporting process.

•Possible opportunities for HLPW members to meet in 
margins of the G20 and APEC events and the UNGA.

•Possible stakeholder engagement session at Stockholm 
Water Week.

•World Water Forum Brasilia March 2018 may receive final 
outcomes. 
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NEXT STEPS FOR THE HLPW: OPPORTUNITIES FOR 
PARTNERS

•The Australian-led initiatives all require new work to be 
done.

•New opportunities may be opening in fellow HLPW 
member countries, as Australian knowhow is increasingly 
understood. 

•Likely to be demand to take current materials to the next 
level of detail or to customise for individual locations.   
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For further information:

Tony.slatyer@dfat.gov.au | 0417 040 158

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/HLPWater
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